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Installation of B20 macro is done in the following steps. 1 Select the Application Catalog first. 2 Open the Catalogs Open
Folder, the folder which is specified in Path. 3 Expand Application Catalog. 4 Expand the appropriate .
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Note that the next level folder for 32-bit code on Windows XP is still: C:Program FilesDassault SystemesB20intel_a. but if you
are installing 64-bit. The difference is that if you install a GA level in . In CATIA V6, click Tools / Macro / Macros??? 2. Click
on Macro Libraries???. It???s the ONLY CATIA level and the problem only occurs with VBA libraries. catia b20 deploy So
you have the required files in the directory specified in the D:\catia_v5_macros\ directory. A print of the file content in
D:\catia_v5_macros\ will give you the path of the file relative to this location. And there is another potential cause that I can
think of, but I have never tried it: do you also have all the.dat libraries in D:\catia_v5_macros\dars\dars\CATIA-10.0.x-xx_x5_macros? When running the script, and in the path you specify in the final line of the script, the "run" command opens the
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"Developer". When you do this the.dat libraries are not automatically loaded. I suspect the reason why it works in a step-by-step
mode and not if you just click on "run" is that in the step-by-step mode, you first check if all the needed libraries are loaded and
this works, but in the "run" mode, you just run the command "run" and all you have to do is wait for the completion of the
CATIA session. And one more thing: be aware that when you run the file, it will automatically check the "User Library"
(C:\Program Files\Dassault Systemes\Catia5\Language\User ) and "CATIA Macro Library" (C:\Program Files\Dassault
Systemes\Catia5\Language\User \Macros ). To prevent this, you can add the switch "-nohost" in the final line of the file:
D:\catia_v5_macros\runmacro.vbs -nohost -path "C:\Program Files\Dassault Systemes\Catia5\Language\User\Macros" -params
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